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Dedicated to my parents, without them none of this would have been possible
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1

Decreation is a term coined by Simone Weil, described as the program in which we “undo the creature in us” , to submit back
to God what God has given us - the self. This project has been a personal duty and life long pursuit presented to me in my early
religious upbringing. Direct experience and research have broadened this pursuit to discussions around perception, phenomenology,
body awareness, and fear of death. In painting, I reflect on the answers provided in these philosophies and place upon it the important job of examining the construction of the self as well as instigating its deconstruction.
1 Weil, Simone. Gravity and Grace. University of Nebraska Press, 1997. pp 81
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Snake Skin (2020), 20” x 24”, Oil on canvas mounted on panel
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Faith

True to the form and purpose of organized (and disorganized) religion, the Ismaili sect of Islam does a convincing
job of building a worldview under which its congregation finds meaning. My way out of the faith was slow and
without any formal decision. It has now been years since I stepped foot into a Khane (place of prayer). Yet, fragments of these teachings remain foundational to my worldview and the pretenses under which I make art.
Adjusting to contemporary sensibilities, the Ismaili tradition has done its best to maintain the interest of
this generation. To my mind, this relates to the leadership structure unique to Ismaili muslims. At the head of the
religion there is a living prophet, the “Agha Khan,” whose title is passed from prophet to prophet, from father to son
within the same family for hundreds of years. The family itself runs a large nonprofit organization, “Focus”, aimed
at providing emergency disaster relief to communities in need, as well as to many other profitable enterprises that
contribute to the success of the Ismaili community. The religion is inseparable from these entities; community members take pride (as they should) in the achievements of their religious leader as they represent the material rewards
that can come with devotion to the Islamic faith.
Little is asked of an Ismaili Muslim. Prayer is meant to occur only twice a day: once in the early
morning and once in the evening. For the most part, the devoted pray every evening and will attend Khane every
Friday. My family’s ambition was to make it one Friday a month, with my father doing his best to rally the family
into an evening prayer at home for a handful of evenings each week. The evening attendance is a semi-formal social
gathering lasting about an hour and a half. The program would begin with a recitation of Dua (the main prayer),
then a series of songs, Firmans (Lectures), and would end with Dua. My focus during this practice was dominated
by drawings that I could dig out of the maroon carpeting with my finger, fighting back tears of boredom. The
pageantry, along with the form that prayer took, deterred me from the evening attendance.
From 4am to 5:30am the Jamat (congregation) would gather for morning prayer. Prayer was aligned with
this space in the day for the silence that was inherent to it. In the mornings we would sit for an hour of meditation,
the instructions being to choose a prophet’s name and repeat. Attending the morning prayer took a different kind
of psychological preparation, the focus shifted from the social to the inward. The sun would rise as the Jamat sat in
Meditation, bodies would be scattered seated along the wall or dispersed throughout the prayer hall. Eyes closed,
hands folded in their laps, Ismailis would be repeating to themselves their sacred words. At the one hour mark an
alarm clock would sound, the lights would gradually rise and we would open our eyes. We had few instructions from
the Imam about what should happen during that one hour, what was expressed to us was the experience sought in
the act of Bundagi (meditation). Variations of the same speech would be dictated after morning meditation every
day. The Imam would describe the event that would become the untold desire of every Ismaili who attended morning prayer, which was to be visited by the Noor of Alha. Noor translates to light, although it is often disclaimed that
even the word light is an insufficient comparison to the presence of this visitor. The Noor could visit us at any point
in our life of devotion. It could happen the first moments we sat in Bungaghi, or it could happen after a life's work
of this practice. In the speeches, the Agha Khan would construct a way of being that existed after a person had
encountered the light. After witnessing this existence an Ismaili would shed their attachment to material pleasure
and would be endowed with the truth of life. In this narrative a person’s life is dissected into two: on one path you
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face the suffering that is soaked into each moment of everyday existence, on
the other you are gifted the sacred knowledge that frees you from this toxic
cycle. I was persuaded by these speeches as an adolescent, and now wrestle
with the impact of how this construction embedded meaning, false or not,
into the lives of it’s congregation.
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Sleep (2020), 9” x 12”, Oil on canvas mounted on panel
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Voids and Volumes

I became interested in sensation, specifically touch, when looking at a painting by Cezanne
titled “Chestnut Trees and Farm at Jas de Bouffan” in the impressionist room at the RISD
museum. As far as Cezanne paintings go this one was nothing out of the ordinary. It looked as
though he made this painting while sitting in his backyard; there are trees, a blue sky, rolling
hills. And like every other Cezanne painting, it was layered together like a pile of leaves,
each stroke sitting beside, on top of one another. I sank into this painting for a few minutes.
I traced each mark he made, the pressure of his hand behind each touch, the viscosity of the
transparent pigment grazing the textured canvas. And while I stood in front of this painting
the connection between my eyes and my skin became more apparent, I felt the touch of each
stroke on top of one another, the orchestral haptic experience that it was to make the painting
and to observe it. From here I knew that my work as a painter was not only limited to the
analytical capacities of vision, I was interested in the blending of the senses, a synesthetic
activation of the body.
The sensorium is the entirety of the sensory system that produces the phenomena of the self.
It assumes that one could stand in the void that looks upon the theatre that is this system. Cartesian theory asserts a model that considers the body as a machine, a fundamentally passive
2

object , the mind being the control center, a place where sensory information gathered by the
body would be consolidated, registered, categorized. I prefer an alternate understanding of
perception, which does not consider “thought” as the means to finding clarity - asking whether
or not one should give primary attention to the voice behind your eyes. The alternative aligns
more consistently with phenomenology and the perspectives on perception that stem from
that research. Along these lines of thought, the entire body becomes the place from which the
3

external is perceived and absorbed internally, “mind” is always embodied .

In her essay “The Phenomenology of the Flesh,” Elizabeth Grosz highlights Merleau-Ponty’s
assertion that the body is a “condition and context through which I am able to have a relation
4

with objects” . In this model, the body is a situation, one point in a constellation of points
that together produce form. The subject-object relationship that we, perceiving beings, are in
continuous engagement is then dependent upon the scope of possibilities and configurations
that we know our bodies to carry. “the body is not in a space like things, it inhabits or haunts
5

space. It applies itself to a space like a hand to an instrument…”.

2 “Lived Bodies, Phenomenology and the Flesh.” Volatile Bodies toward a Corporeal Feminism,
by Elizabeth Grosz, Indiana Univ. Press, 2011, pp. 87
3 “Lived Bodies, Phenomenology and the Flesh.” Volatile Bodies toward a Corporeal Feminism,
by Elizabeth Grosz, Indiana Univ. Press, 2011, pp. 87
4 “Lived Bodies, Phenomenology and the Flesh.” Volatile Bodies toward a Corporeal Feminism,
by Elizabeth Grosz, Indiana Univ. Press, 2011, pp. 87
5 “Lived Bodies, Phenomenology and the Flesh.” Volatile Bodies toward a Corporeal Feminism,
by Elizabeth Grosz, Indiana Univ. Press, 2011, pp. 90
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The incarnate functions that we understand our body to have, give context to the world around
6

us , in this way the body becomes the hinge between what is exterior and interior. In this definition the body also remains open to be given form, and is in continuous flux. This alternate
schematic of how we move through the world up-ends our understaning as physical objects
shifting through open space absorbing stimuli through our sensory membrane, to instead forms that are form giving, mirrors that enter a hall of mirrors.
To imagine this through painting, I began a process-based investigation between body and
perceived exterior. I addressed this dichotomy by applying three central motifs: The figure, the
interior, and the landscape. The pictorial negotiation between these three motifs dissolves the
boundaries between them. I aim to make ambiguous the relationship between the space and
the subject. Umberto Eco uses the metaphor of the debate as an alternative view of the uses of
ambiguity in “The Open Work”, rather than seeing it as the place in which infinite suggestions are
available for emotional response. This new perspective sees ambiguity as an openness like the
openness of a debate. In a debate the mirage of inevitable favor to one side over another be4

comes the magnetic force between two opposing points of argument . I use the same dialogical
structure in the construction of the paintings and hope to preserve it in their final form. Two
points of tension are introduced onto one picture plane, the interior and the exterior, which
are then overlapped and woven together. Folding the three subjects into one another reflects
the definition of the body that Grosz has developed, defining the body as an integrated system
within a space. The interior and all of its potentials vs the exterior and all of its potentials. The
interior and all of its events and the exterior and all of its events, the exchange between those
events.
6

“The Poetics of the Open Work.” The Open Work, by Umberto Eco, Harvard University Press, 1989,

pp. 87
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Reach (2020), 21” x 30”, Oil on canvas mounted on panel
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Livingroom (2020), 20” x 24”, Oil on canvas mounted on panel
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Somatic Making

When painting is good, my vision seems of less and less

considerable amount of time reflecting upon. I imagine

use. This usually takes some time, especially with oil

them sitting in the living room on the couch trying to

paint. Oil stays wet for a long time, and I want to build

decide what movie to watch, the lights are dim and they

up the surface like a fabric. So things get good a couple

are both underneath a blanket. Watson died from an

of hours in, when I can start scraping away, replacing,

unexpected turn in his diabetes and went downhill very

finding light, finding form. A couple of months ago my

fast; within a day my parents had to make the decision

parent’s cat Watson passed away. He was originally my

to euthanize him. I was in my studio when they told me

sister Ariffa’s cat. She and her boyfriend adopted him

they had to rush to the animal emergency clinic and I

and had him for a year before they broke up. After Ariffa

waited for them to call every time there was an update. I

moved to a new apartment and started working, she

painted in the meantime. The night of Watson’s death,

realized that she couldn’t take care of him, so my parents

I thought about my parents’ living room, and I thought

with reluctance took him in. The cat was overweight

about the two of them coming home to that empty

and was missing a front tooth, but he had a luxurious

space. In that emptiness, they would have to face each

white fur coat and handsome blue eyes. I recently visited

other, in a way that they didn’t have to when there were

Calgary, where my parents and sister live, for Christmas.

three of them. If I could just help them sleep, I tried to

It had been a while since I had been home, almost two

make a painting that could.

years, and guilt had festered around this fact. Being
home with my parents was rejuvenating; I had forgotten

I think of that night when I paint now, and how I wanted

the feeling of being home with them, being in their

the painting to pierce through space between my parents

home which used to be my home. Their world kept

and I. How in that time I truly believed that this painting

spinning after I moved away five years ago, mine turned

could heal them. I considered sending the painting to

separately.

them, but it’s up on my bedroom wall. I think if I sent
them the painting the tether between them and that

My sister’s break-up was hard for her, so the three of
them went through it together, and Watson was passed
off to my parents. My mother was obsessed with Watson
as she would be with any pet that entered their home.
That obsession worked its way into the routines in my
parents’ relationship, a relationship that I have spent a
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night, and me, would dissolve.

Century (2020), 20” x 24”, Oil on canvas mounted on panel
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Two Corners (2019), 20” x 24”, Oil on canvas mounted on panel
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Decreation

I have orbited Islam at varying distances throughout my life. The further I move away, the
more I look for answers in other places. Religion seems to provide a theory for everything, and
without it you’re left trying to find new ones. These surrogate narratives offer new ways of
imagining the place of our bodies in time and space, and for a large part of my life I have been
gathering hypotheses from various places. I catalog stories of near-death experiences, videos
on Youtube of prophets speaking to audiences willing and eager to believe, written accounts
of spiritual experiences had on hallucinogens, and the writing of artists apparently driven by a
similar search. I stitch these sources together trying to discern commonalities between disperate
belief systems, hoping to prove that their distinct means are all pointed towards the same end.
This spiritual current in my life has been pushed behind a heavy curtain of shame because
religion and mysticism only seduces those who are gullible and need an answer for existence.
But experience may point to another perspective. At least these are the opinions that I have
imagined are held among communities that exert criticality as their guiding compass (and
denouncement).

I admit that I am endlessly fascinated with these theories, and deep down do wonder if there is
a void beyond our five senses. This destiny and the reality of living in the question has brought
me internal conflict ever since I was introduced to it. So often the truly devotional — the true
pursuers of this knowledge — would lead the life of complete seclusion, dedicating their entire
lives towards the inversion of reality, to obliterate the ego. Prophets would renounce their
worldly life — their families and possessions — to live on the streets, giving up everything, not
knowing how they would eat the next day, walking in one direction until the wind turned them
in another. As if the only way to understand what was restraining me was to give up completely my future and past. I fantasized about, even fetishized these stories. They became an example for a life that was unbound by suffering. Not only the big kind of suffering but the minute
frequencies, the ones that erode us, thin us out. This parallel path towards self-obliteration
would exist beside me as I lived my life as a teen and in my early twenties. As I strived to find
partnership, a career, to find security, it had always occurred to me that even these don’t provide
fulfillment; in fact, exactly the opposite as they are constructs that provide stability in the wake
of the imminently approaching horizon: death. I now attribute these youthful revelations to my
inability to feel a sense of belonging with the people with whom I had surrounded myself—, my
reflex would be that to recede away from pain. And when I let insecurity take over even now,
my default is to go into hiding, often in the studio. As I grow older, I have moved further away
from these ways of shaming, shaming my incessant collapse into the pleasurable parts of life.
The pleasure of sleeping in, the pleasure of new shoes, of friends or a night out, the pleasure of
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going to bed with the person you love. New thinking and ways of painting have opened me to
the idea that there is more to pleasure than merely succumbing to your vices. Pleasure has led
me to feel calm and activated, to feeling comfortable in my own skin. I have felt as though my
body has become a vacuum, as though my entire attention and being exists solely in the space
between the brush and the canvas. And as I learn to paint, considering the relationship between
paint and my body as the primary place in which I assert attention, I paint until the volume of
the “I” gets lower and lower. It is in this quality of attention that I find a place in which I can
invite love. For now, the seedling of unimpeded love exists there and I do pay attention and
learn from it. A reoccurring contradiction that has confronted me time and time again in my
studio is that in the instances when I have found this vacuous place, I am also most connected
to the people I love. It is their voices and the memory of their presence that I dissolve into. In
my futile search for a pure place for expression, the faces of my family and friends become the
melodies that carry me through a painting. It is in painting that I have now realized the way
towards Decreation is not through isolation, rather through the cultivation of love.
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Floating in seawater (2020), 20” x 24”, Oil on canvas mounted on panel
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July (2020), 20” x 24”, Oil on canvas mounted on panel
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Tunnel (2020), 9” x 12”, Oil on canvas
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No Chance for Our Time (2020), 20” x 24”, Oil on canvas mounted on panel
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Under the arm (2020), 24” x 28”, Oil on canvas mounted on panel
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Approaching Zero (2020), 20” x 24”, Oil on canvas mounted on panel
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